lecterns for meetings & conferences

premier source for intelligent lecterns
Stand out from the crowd with an ILS lectern using sho-Q!

ILS offers a wonderful integration of touch monitor or all-in-one touch PC on a height adjustable pillar. All cabling is fed though the pillar for a very clean unobtrusive look. Due to the height adjustment options this lectern can be used seated as well as standing.

Side tables provide a horizontal platform for a glass of water, a computer mouse or documents, larger side tables are available to accommodate a laptop.

**ILS22**

22” touch glass surface monitor with integrated PC. Extensive controls via the extra built-in processor for the entire venue over IP, serial and relays.

With sho-Q you can automatically load your presentation in a few seconds from a USB thumbdrive or from the corporate presentations drive on the network.

Use sho-Q to automatically line up a dozen presentations for an event in advance. You can switch seamlessly from speaker to speaker, and jump to any slide in any presentation within seconds!

Use sho-Q to interact with your slides using a finger or pen on the touch screen. Insert a blank slide or annotate an existing slide using the built-in whiteboard functions.

**ILS27**

27” Lenovo multi-touch monitor with integrated PC. 2x XLR, USB hub, HDMI switcher. Aluminum floorplate, lockable casters.
With sho-Q, you can easily embed movies, images, spreadsheets, documents or web pages into your Powerpoint presentations.

**ILS15**

You can take a state-of-the-art All-in-one Touch/Tablet PC, mount it on our 3 position tilt VESA mount box, and drop the power supply in the top.

**ILS21**

Flush mounted 22” HD interactive monitor with touchscreen, ultra-wide viewing-angle, IPS technology and powerful integrated PC.

Integrated notebook connection with automatic switcher, microphone, and reading light.

**ILS11**

Integrated notebook connections, microphone and reading light.

Visit www.intelligentlecterns.com for high end auditorium and dual monitor solutions.
Impress your audience, deliver your presentation with ease ... 

... using ILS lecterns and the sho-Q interactive presentation delivery suite software !